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Citizens for Conservation expands its Flint Creek Savanna Preserve
by Alberto
Moriondo
Citizens for
Conservation
(CFC) is pleased to
announce that it has
added sixteen acres
of natural land to its
flagship Flint Creek
Savanna preserve.
The bulk of the
property is a parcel
of approximately
thirteen acres
located along Flint
Creek in the Pepper
Road Business Park
in the Village of
Lake Barrington.
In addition CFC
successfully
 Preserve
  
Existing
acquired a vacant
lot of over two
 

New
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acres near the
 by
 VLB
Owned
Canlan Sportsplex.
Furthermore,
through a close
Expanded Flint Creek Savanna preserve. Map by Alberto Moriondo.
collaboration with
acquisitions and by working closely with conservation-minded
the Village of Lake Barrington, we added land from the
local municipalities like the Village of Lake Barrington.
vacated Foley Court road off Henry Lane into our existing
Flint Creek Savanna preserve. With these latest additions,
Once the Committee identifies a parcel of land that meets
CFC’s preserve now includes over 146 acres.
its criteria, it explores ways to approach the owner(s) to see
if they have an interest in donating or selling the property to
CFC’s Land Preservation Committee has prepared its first
CFC. Having a long term vision is important to explaining
“Fifty-Year Plan” identifying properties in our area of influence
the benefits of partnering with us. Sometimes, as was the
(see map) that we deem are “strategic” to acquire. Protecting
case with the thirteen-acre parcel along Flint Creek, it takes
land along Flint Creek is a key priority. Hence, we’ve embarked
time to achieve the desired outcome. Initial contacts with the
on an aggressive campaign to expand our award-winning Flint
owners started over five years ago, but the time was not right.
Creek Savanna preserve through land donations, selective
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However, with patience and perseverance we persuaded them
to partner with us. We are very pleased with the outcome.
Similarly, doing research and detailed due diligence is essential
to uncovering potential parcels that are of little commercial
value but still important to CFC. Land Preservation Committee
member Steve Smith uncovered a two-acre parcel next to the
Canlan Sportsplex (formerly Lake Barrington Field House) that
was in foreclosure; CFC acquired it from Lake County for a
significantly reduced amount.

CFC Properties
County Forest Preserves
IL Municipal Park Districts
VLB – Open Space Areas
Flint Creek
Major Roads

Open space influenced by Citizens for Conservation. Map by David Holman.

Spring Creek bird walk yields fiftythree species
Spring bird walks in the Barrington area led by Wendy
Paulson are co-sponsored by Citizens for Conservation and
Audubon Chicago Region. Walks are free and open to the
public. Birders attending a recent walk at Beverly Lake in
Spring Creek Forest Preserve recorded the following species:
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher (5)
Wood Duck (4)
Eastern Bluebird (3)
Mallard (5)
Wood Thrush (1)
Redhead (2)
American Robin (13)
Hooded Merganser (7)
Gray Catbird (2)
Double-crested
Tennessee Warbler (7)
Cormorant (2)
Nashville Warbler (2)
Great Blue Heron (3)
Yellow Warbler (1)
Great Egret (2)
Chestnut-sided Warbler (3)
Green Heron (2)
Magnolia Warbler (1)
Red-tailed Hawk (1)
Yellow-rumped Warbler (2)
Common Nighthawk (1)
Black-throated Green
Chimney Swift (2)
Warbler (3)
Ruby-throated
Blackburnian Warbler (5)
Hummingbird (2)
Palm Warbler (6)
Belted Kingfisher (1)
Bay-breasted Warbler (1)
Red-bellied Woodpecker (4)
Blackpoll Warbler (10)
Downy Woodpecker (2)
Black-and-white Warbler (4)
Hairy Woodpecker (2)
American Redstart (4)
Northern Flicker (3)
Common Yellowthroat (1)
Olive-sided Flycatcher (1)
Canada Warbler (1)
Eastern Wood-Pewee (1)
Eastern Towhee (1)
Great Crested Flycatcher (2)
Chipping Sparrow (1)
Eastern Kingbird (5)
Field Sparrow (2)
Warbling Vireo (2)
Song Sparrow (1)
Red-eyed Vireo (7)
White-crowned Sparrow (6)
Blue Jay (5)
Scarlet Tanager (3)
American Crow (1)
Northern Cardinal (2)
Northern Rough-winged
Rose-breasted Grosbeak (5)
Swallow (4)
Indigo Bunting (25)
Tree Swallow (25)
Red-winged Blackbird (12)
Barn Swallow (3)
Brown-headed Cowbird (9)
Black-capped Chickadee (4)
White-breasted Nuthatch (2) Baltimore Oriole (3)
American Goldfinch (4)
House Wren (1)

We are extremely grateful to our friends and members for
the generous donations that have made possible these and
previous land additions. Over the past ten years CFC has
added more than 120 acres of open space in the Barrington
area by taking advantage of favorable market conditions after
the real estate crash as well as by forging strong partnerships
with conservation-minded individuals, corporations and
municipalities. This has resulted in a 35% increase in land
under our direct management to over 430 acres.
We have ambitious plans for the next fifty years, with some
concrete open space expansions we have identified and targeted
for the near future. We welcome your continued support to
ensure that our vision becomes a reality.
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Wendy Paulson (center, pointing to orioles building a nest) leads a bird
walk at Beverly Lake this spring. Photo by Nathaniel Miller.

Restoration Report

Happy Birthday, Barrington
CFC applauds Barrington’s reaching its 150th anniversary.
CFC’s float in the Fourth of July parade will reflect our sense of
identification with the first decade of Barrington’s history, the
1860s. We chose that decade so that we can provide a glimpse
of what the land looked like when the settlers arrived. It may
seem that our efforts to restore some of Barrington’s landscape
to pre-settlement conditions are undoing the founders’
accomplishments, but we don’t see it that way. We believe our
restoration attempts honor our community’s achievements by
showing the rugged challenges the early populace faced.

“Couldn’t you speed up the process with more money, better
automation, more advanced technology?” The answer appears
to be “No!” Ironically, when you use digital-age technology,
you tend to get a digital-age landscape — unbroken
monocultures of narrow-leaved cattails surrounding every
“restored” detention pond; undiversified fields of two or three
species of prairie grass in the seed-drilled former farmland
as well as relentless phalanxes of teasel advancing across
“finished” roadside prairie plantings. You get new thickets
of resurgent buckthorn in mechanically cleared oak woods,
buckthorn coming up with even more stems than before just
like the monstrous hydra that frustrated Hercules.

We are amazed at the hard work required to bury the
landscape-size networks of drainage pipes that dried the land
and made far more of it arable even as we break the drain tiles
to allow the soils in some of our preserves to re-saturate and
form marshes, sedge meadows and wet prairies. We admire
the ingenuity of the inventor of the self-scouring plow which
allowed the pioneer farmers to plow under 99.97% of Illinois’
prairie even as we hand-sow a few hundred pounds of handcollected native seed on the abandoned farm plots.
We take nothing away from the loggers who chopped down
every grove in Cook and Lake Counties, providing building
materials for the explosive growth of Chicago and neighboring
cities, but we encourage the few remaining native oaks,
hickories and walnuts to germinate seedlings so that people at
Barrington’s bicentennial can enjoy their shade and fall color.
We honor the hard toil that turned the prairie region into the
Breadbasket of the World.
Almost all of this staggering effort was completed in the brief
period between initial settlement in the early 1830s and 1865.
Unquestionably it will take longer than thirty-five years for
CFC to re-establish a tiny fraction of the native landscape that
the pioneers decimated.

Baker’s Lake savanna before restoration. Photo by Donna Bolzman.

Why does it take so long to restore native ecosystems? This is
the great paradox of ecological restoration. People often ask,

Baker’s Lake savanna after restoration. Photo by Donna Bolzman.

The original landscape was not adapted to the modern
technology introduced so suddenly when people moved
here in volume. An example of this landscape sensitivity is
that one can still see the tire tracks from the only time, six
or seven years ago, when we allowed a combine to harvest
little bluestem seed on the
restored prairie at Grigsby.
We are trying to restore
Neolithic conditions to a
modern landscape. We have
had some great success, but
it seems we have had the
best success with Neolithic
techniques. Perhaps
Wild hyacinth at Baker’s Lake savanna new technology will be
after restoration. Photo by Patsy
developed, but until it is,
Mortimer.
we will keep plugging away,
open to new ideas but increasingly convinced that only hard
labor, perseverance and patience will achieve our goal.
So, here’s to another 150 years of freedom, progress and
prosperity for Barrington. CFC will continue to work to ensure
that the future includes some small reminders of the pioneer
legacy. We can’t help but think that if the pioneers who tamed
the Illinois wilderness could see our efforts and our results,
they would appreciate our undoing a tiny portion of their
heroic accomplishments.
— Jim Vanderpoel
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Volunteer Portrait

tell you things they’ve noticed and that the excitement is
contagious.

Gail Vanderpoel

Since volunteering with Youth Education, Gail has brought
some of the CFC concepts back to her middle school
classrooms. She uses a demonstration or worksheet as the
basis for many of her science lessons. She even brought seining
to the stream bordering the school.

In Gail Vanderpoel’s words:
“I love open spaces, natural
places, and areas with few
people.” Gail comes from
Sheridan, Wyoming, where
as a child she would sit on a
large boulder taking in the
mountainous beauty of the
land around her. She enjoyed
the outdoors and often went
hiking with friends. At
Gail Vanderpoel. Photo by Bob Lee.
the University of Wyoming
sometimes the walks included fellow student Tom Vanderpoel
who was already identifying plants along the way.
Gail graduated from the University of Oregon with a BA in
Education and began working, but when she saw Tom at a
college reunion years later, they began dating which led to a
visit to Barrington and her first CFC workday. Even though
it was twenty years ago, she remembers enthusiastically
approaching brush cutting and admiring then president Patsy
Mortimer who was hard working and wielded a chain saw.
When Tom and Gail married, Gail and her son Cooper moved
to Barrington. She taught special education in the Woodstock
school district and regularly volunteered in restoration. For
many years she worked alongside her in-laws Waid and Ruth
whom she admired for their love of gardening and knowledge
of plants. In CFC, she found a community that echoed her own
core values of hard-work, down-to-earth camaraderie, and a
commitment to saving living space.
Gail finds satisfaction in seeing weekly progress while
contributing to the greater long-term good. Her favorite
workday is seed picking; she feels satisfied with the weight of
a full bag of seed in her hand, knowing she picked it. She also
enjoys being part of the burn crew. “For the burns you have to
rely on one another. They are amazing, scary, and exhausting,
but when you are done, the world looks completely different.
There is a satisfaction that comes from that.”
While continuing restoration work, Gail has volunteered in
other areas for CFC. For years she headed the Fourth of July
parade float design and preparation. For the past five years,
she has brought skills learned from decades of teaching in
middle school to CFC’s youth education programs. She says,
“It is the most congenial group of parents and kids. They are
coming to a class they are interested in.”
One of Gail’s favorite CFC education programs involves
being in the prairie, delving into its great variety of sights
and sounds. She enjoys giving the children just enough
information so that they can discover a blooming flower such
as paintbrush on their own. She finds that kids will usually
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When not teaching or volunteering for CFC, Gail enjoys
cooking, riding her bike, and hosting family gatherings. Most
of all she enjoys spending time with her daughter’s children
Brinley, Brodey and Asher in Wyoming as well as with
Cooper’s daughter Aubrey. She also enjoys walking on the
prairie with her husband, taking in the small changes that
happen month to month. She loves to visit in the summer
when her favorite flower, purple prairie clover, is in bloom at
Grigsby, a small patch of vivid, royal-purple flowers amid the
tall, green prairie grass.
Next year Gail retires from teaching. She looks forward to
dictating her own schedule. She plans to spend more time with
her grandchildren and travelling and is excited to have more
time to focus on developing the CFC education program for
which she is committee chair. With the summer camp already
full for this summer, Gail is thinking about the future and
possibly expanding the summer camp to include a second age
group. Long-standing dedication and determination make
Gail a valued member of CFC as well as the larger Barrington
community.
— Alison Vanderpoel

CFC grateful to local organizations
for grants
CFC is grateful for the generosity of community organizations
in support of our mission.
We thank Cuba Township and The Garden Club of Barrington
for grants to continue our wetland restoration at awardwinning Flint Creek Savanna (FCS). If you have not visited
FCS recently, please join one of our prairie walks on the first
Sunday of each month, July through September. You are in for
a treat seeing the prairie plants, birds and other wildlife that
call this restored prairie and savanna home!
We appreciate a grant from Barrington Junior Women’s Club
to support our active Youth Education program. It allowed
us to procure unique supplies including clay for preserving
mammal footprints, pocket naturalist field guides and nature
art supplies. We were also able to bring live raptors to a class
for children to observe up close. Make sure your children or
grandchildren participate in these exciting programs.
CFC’s work is enhanced by community support, both financial
and participatory.

Notable Natives

Opossum
Opossums are surprisingly beneficial to gardeners and to
local habitats. It turns out they are smart, harmless, docile
creatures who are easy to live alongside because they eat many
insects and rodents that can damage gardens and landscapes.
Even though they look like rats, they are important members
of our natural surroundings, and we should welcome them
into our yards!
Opossums are North America’s only marsupial; females carry
their young in a front pouch. The name “opossum” is derived
from an Indian word meaning “white animal,” and the ones
we see here are usually Didelphis virginiana, Virginia or
common opossum. They are the size of large house cats but
can be smaller. They are slow-moving, passive animals that
prefer to be left alone.
Intelligent creatures, they are considered to be as smart as or
smarter than dogs and pigs. They have long snouts with small
teeth, black eyes, round
ears, pink pointed noses
and dark grey to white
fur and a hairless
tail. They often
use their tails to
brace themselves
while they’re
climbing but
rarely hang
from them.

Opossums are omnivorous foragers eating primarily slugs
and wild berries, especially over-ripe fruit, but they will also
eat insects such as cockroaches, crickets and beetles, rodents
like mice and rats, and sometimes snakes. They have been
known to eat road kill which has made them victims of road
kill themselves. Because they do not hibernate, they must
scavenge year round so they are always on the move.
Their gestation period is only four or five weeks, and the
babies are born in a fetal state. Instead of a placenta to protect
the embryos, marsupials use their pouches within which the
young nurse and stay safe and warm and continue to grow.
An infant marsupial is known as a joey, and it is born after
only twelve to fourteen days gestation when it is the size of a
honeybee or jellybean! It is blind and furless and must crawl
across its mother’s fur to find the pouch. It will emerge after

several weeks as a newborn. Then it is carried in its mother’s
pouch for up to three months after which it will hitch a ride on
her back when traveling for another month or two.
As many as thirteen babies can nurse at once, but the mother
may give birth to as many as twenty at a time. Most die
because they are unsuccessful at finding their way into the
pouch. During its development, the baby opossum returns
to the pouch to sleep or, if in danger, it will seek refuge in its
mother’s pouch for safety. Overall, the opossum’s life span
is short, only two to four years, but its breeding season can
begin as early as January and last into November, making it a
proficient breeder.
Opossums rarely carry rabies and have strong immune
systems that can even withstand a snake bite. They are
nocturnal and live in dark, small spaces both above and below
ground. They’re not picky and prefer to find ready-made
spaces such as another animal’s den, underneath porches or
tree holes. Typically, they live alone and are nomadic as they’re
always in search of new food and water sources. Occasionally,
they will snuggle in another opossum family’s den.
To confuse predators, they will “play
’possum” by acting dead when
threatened. When playing dead, they
actually lose consciousness and
will not “awaken” for from
forty minutes to four hours.
Their main predators
include humans
(especially cars),
dogs and cats,
foxes, owls
or larger

Opossum illustration by Margaret Hudson.

wildlife (although I once saw an aggressive male raccoon kill a
possum in my yard). Desperately hungry red-tailed hawks can
kill and eat them, but they have a hard time doing it.
Learning to live in harmony with opossums is easy once you
know their positive attributes and their immense value to
your yard.
— Sandi Alguire
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News from Habitat Corridors

Native plants flourish in Arlington
Heights
I have visited
many wonderful
properties this
spring, and one
of the very nicest
is in Arlington
Heights, a lot of
approximately one
acre overflowing
with native plants. Late summer native plants in a suburban yard.
Photo by Diane Culhane.

Robert Reed began construction of the house after he returned
from the Civil War around 1867. He built a farmhouse with
more rooms added in later years. The present longtime
homeowners understand the value of native plants and of
healthy maintenance practices, and they invited me to see their
property in hopes of receiving a yard sign. They believe the sign
will reveal their intentions to the neighborhood and perhaps
procure some protection for the home and property in the
future.
The notable thing about the parcel is not just the abundant use
of natives, but also how neatly the plants are arranged. All the
borders of the property have deep planting beds filled with
native plants and tidy edging.
There are many species of native trees — white, red, and bur
oaks, mockernut and shagbark hickories, and white pines.
Each tree provides a mini-habitat with appropriate wildflowers
growing and blooming underneath. No tree has lawn grass
growing up to its trunk. All are mulched.
The homeowners have planted many native shrubs as well
including pagoda dogwood, arrow-wood viburnum, highbush
cranberry, and others. They have plentiful raspberries from
which they make homemade jam. The birds must have a feast
in the late summer.
I visited in spring when floods of bloodroot, wild ginger, and
cutleaf toothwort were blooming. Other beds are designated
for sun-loving prairie plants that will blossom in the summer.
The owners care for these natives in park-like surroundings.
They maintain existing lawn grass without chemical fertilizer
or herbicide.
The homeowners have a series of three huge compost boxes
for dead leaves and discarded plants in various stages of
decomposition. They add compost to the beds as it is ready.
They have a rain garden and rain barrel as well. This is indeed
a healthy habitat! I enthusiastically presented a Habitat
Corridors yard sign.
— Meredith Tucker
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Grow organic, eat healthy; program
tips for success
by Linda Kuna
Mark Lyons, owner of Green Thumb at Your Service, spoke
at the fourth and final lecture of CFC’s winter/spring season
providing tips on organic vegetable gardening.
Going (and growing) organic is gaining popularity and is a
tremendously gratifying endeavor that provides benefits for
you and your family as well as for the environment. Mark
discussed the importance of choosing the correct site for your
garden, preparing the soil, fertilizing, and choosing the right
seeds or transplants for your garden. Don’t let lack of space
deter you from growing your own vegetables as many can be
grown successfully in containers. Mark recommends siting your
garden in a spot that receives at least six hours of sunlight a day.
Mark spoke about the importance of heat, water and
sunlight in growing vegetables and provided useful handouts
describing which plants prefer the cool spring weather and
others that need the heat of summer to reach their optimum
potential. He also provided handouts on native plants that
attract pollinators.
Vegetable gardeners received tips to ensure success with their
vegetables. For example, do not allow tomato plants to keep
early flowers because plants will strive to support reproduction
over vegetative growth. When you pick off early flowers, the
plant puts its energy into growing a strong structure that will
support delicious fruit later in the growing season. Wait until
the plant is waist high before allowing blossoms to develop.
Another tip was to spray tomato blossoms with apple juice to
accelerate ripening.
We learned how too much heat might negatively affect a plant’s
quality while more temperate weather can favorably influence
the plant’s sugar production and color making its fruit sweeter
and more attractive.
Mark’s company offers help in vegetable garden design as
well as maintenance for those who don’t have the time to do
it themselves. However you go about it, there’s nothing like
growing your own vegetables to assure they’re organic.

Thanks to …
Chris Wu and Great Harvest Bread Co. for donating a generous
portion of their sales on April 22, to CFC as part of an Earth
Day promotion at the bakery.

Thanks from …
The Share Barrington Committee in a note to Sam and Bob
Oliver and Peggy Simonsen: We wanted to let you know how
much we appreciate the time and effort it took for you to be a
part of the Share Barrington event at the library. The day was a
big success due to the wonderful materials you provided and your
sense of sharing and genuine enthusiasm. Our sincerest thanks.

19th Native Plant Sale provides
thousands of plants for yards
by Ginger Underwood
The 19th CFC Native Plant, Tree and Shrub sale was a huge
success! We had plenty of space for customers and volunteers
to park and for trucks to unload their tree and shrub deliveries,
lots of areas to display the plants, lots of shade and sun to
choose from, shelter from rain (just in case), carts to transport
heavy purchases to vehicles — all thanks to Good Shepherd
Hospital’s generously allowing us to use their barn area for our
sale. It was great! Volunteers and customers appreciated all
the room, and the crew at Good Shepherd could not have been
more helpful!
People attended from all over the Chicago area and even from
Wisconsin and west of Rockford. I think our continued low

missing a wonderful, practical, educational opportunity. And
it’s free to everyone.
The Plant Sale Committee members are Barb Knoff, Diane
Greening, Peggy Simonsen, Melissa Washow, Corie Washow,
Sam Oliver and me. Dave Underwood’s company 2050 Design
helped tremendously throughout the six-month planning
period and has been especially helpful by creating a very
efficient ordering capability for the pre-sale orders and checkout for gardeners at the sale itself.
There are so many people to thank. Once again Tom
Vanderpoel donated many beautiful bluebells and Celandine
poppies from his yard. Jim and Tamara Voris and Larry
Washow picked up plants in Wisconsin to save us huge
delivery charges. The Bodkins planned new signage and put
out and picked up all the fifty new signs. Boy Scout Troop 93
had six volunteers, three Scouts and three adults, including
Greg Giroux who served as the group’s lead coordinator.
Heinen’s saved and donated 325 boxes; Bob Wiedenhoefer
made seventy-seven wooden stakes for signage. I stop here
with a huge heartfelt thank-you to all of you who helped make
CFC’s Native Plant Sale possible and a great success.*
*Note: If you have plug trays left over, we would appreciate your
dropping them off at CFC sometime. They are like gold for our
sale. We do not however, need any of the other trays or pots.
Thank you!

Upcoming Events
2015 native plant sale. Photo by Donna Bolzman.

prices, especially for the milkweed (seven species at $2.00
each), and the fact that we only buy from nurseries that do
NOT use Neonicotinoids makes our sale very attractive. As
gardeners learn more about the disastrous effects of systemic
insecticides on our pollinators and other native insects, they
are wisely unwilling to buy pre-treated plant material.
Our volunteers (all eighty-five of them) could not have been
more willing, friendly, and enthusiastic for our customers. It
makes a big difference! Other than a disagreement about what
color dots we should use, (which, looking back, was hysterical)
we had no problems.
Stats are as follows for those of you who like to know figures:
15,366 forbs, woodland wildflowers, ferns and grasses went
into the ground; homeowners planted 281 shrubs and 209
trees. A total of 4,170 milkweeds are getting ready to receive
the monarchs. Volunteers hours totaled 1,446 this year, and
we had 209 pre-orders (which is another record) and eighty
new members!
Habitat Corridors, led by Meredith Tucker and Annamarie
Lukes, is our fairly new CFC outreach in the Barrington area
providing educational talks about which native plants will
work best in our yards. Every time they gave a talk or made a
home visit, the orders would pour in. If you haven’t had them
come to your yard for advice on how to use natives, you are

Youth Education Classes
For all Youth Education classes, CFC members attend for free;
nonmembers pay $5.00 for the first child and $1.00 for each
additional child.
Saturday, August 1 from 1:00-3:00 at CFC Headquarters
“Butterflies on the Prairie.” We will explore the life cycle of
butterflies, observe them on the prairie, and create butterfly
houses to let all participants watch their own caterpillars
become butterflies!

Native Trees and Shrubs
Wednesday, August 12 7:00 p.m.
Barrington Village Hall
Community Education provides information about hardy and
beautiful native woody plants for local yards most of which
will be available at the Fall Native Tree and Shrub Sale.
Fall Native Tree and Shrub Sale Pick Up
Saturday, September 19 from 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. at CFC
Headquarters, 459 W. Highway 22, Lake Barrington, Il.

Self-guided Prairie Walks
Sundays, July 5, August 2, September 6 from 1:00 to 4:00
at CFC Headquarters, Flint Creek Savanna - “Self-guided
Interactive Prairie Walks.” Bring your cell phone with Scanner
app to see prairie videos or just take a peaceful walk through
CFC’s prairie and savanna.
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A Good Read

Poison Spring:
The Secret History
of Pollution and
the EPA
E.G. Vallianatos with McKay
Jenkins
Forty-five years ago, the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) was created
“to protect human health
and the environment.” Yet
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service estimates that 72 million birds are killed each year by
contact with farm sprays. One of the most commonly used
herbicides in the United States contains dioxin. Why isn’t the
EPA protecting us?
Poison Spring documents the EPA’s challenges and
devastating failures in the regulation of pesticides and other
industrial chemicals. E.G. Vallianatos worked as a program
analyst in the EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs for twentyfive years. He based this book on thousands of government
documents (some rescued from the shredder), the testimony
of colleagues, and notes from his own experiences with the
agency.

year, contaminating land, water, air (the sprays can drift 100
miles or more), and food. Pesticides kill beneficial insects;
monocultures are extremely vulnerable to insect infestation.
On page after page, Vallianatos documents incidents of
contamination and harmful effects on wildlife and human
health. He writes, “Tomes of scientific studies have shown
farm sprays for what they really are: biocides, which cause and
promote insect infestations of crops, give cancer to animals
and humans, and leave a trail of death among fish and
wildlife.”
The chapter on glyphosate and GMOs is especially disturbing,
raising questions about the long-term fertility of our farmland.
The chapter on honeybees presents clear evidence that
pesticides are associated with “colony collapse disorder” and
looks at the no-win choice that beekeepers face.
The book ends with suggestions for restructuring the EPA and
an encouraging note about the return of traditional farming.
I can’t say that Poison Spring is “a good read,” but it is
definitely a necessary read. It is heartbreaking and maddening
to consider the human suffering and environmental
degradation that the EPA has ignored for forty-five years. I
encourage you to read this important book.
— Sharon Pasch

Audience members encouraged to
plant natives at home
by Annamarie Lukes

The EPA has always faced enormous pressure from the $40
billion chemical pesticide industry. Vallianatos claims that
no administration from Nixon through Obama has truly
been interested in fighting the powerful chemical companies.
The result is stunning: grossly mismanaged testing labs,
misleading or falsified studies, EPA reports written by the
chemical producers, information withheld on toxics in
products such as antibacterial soaps and paper grocery store
bags, the dismantling of EPA libraries that documented
adverse effects of agricultural chemicals, harassment of
whistle-blowers. Most of the pesticides approved under
questionable circumstances are still registered and used by
industrial agriculture.
Poison Spring presents the history behind concepts such as
“tolerance,” “benefits analysis,” and “inert” (a category that
can include toxic substances like benzene). Vallianatos also
discusses some of the successes at EPA. He tells the stories of
several scientists who risked their careers to speak out against
toxic chemicals. He argues against large-scale, single-crop
farming which once seemed so promising.
Over 500 insects are now resistant to pesticides. Farmers use
increasingly toxic chemicals or blends in a race to stay ahead
of the insects that threaten their crops. Industrial farmers
spray the same land with a pesticide or herbicide year after
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Learning from someone with a solid academic background is
informational. Learning from someone with both academics
and a lifetime of experience with the subject is inspirational.
On Saturday, March 14, sixty-five people at the Barrington
Village Hall had the opportunity to be inspired about native
plants in the home landscape from CFC’s former President and
current Vice President Meredith Tucker.
While displaying dozens of photos from her gardens and
other Barrington-area gardens, Tucker shared her experiences
on what grows well where, what blooms when, and how the
plants progress through the seasons. Interspersed with the
descriptions of the plants were stories about ants moving seeds
around, learning to love the holes in leaves and how native
plants can be like toddlers. They don’t stay where you put
them. They go where they want to be.
Tucker’s program is titled “Native Plants in the Home
Landscape.” It is one of seven programs that CFC offers to
local groups and organizations. To see the other programs and
for information on scheduling a program for your group go
to: http://citizensforconservation.org/educational-programs/
community-education/programs-for-groups-or-organizations/.
All seven programs are offered at no charge to your
organization, but like any non-profit, we are always delighted
to receive donations.

Plan now to put shade in your future —
fall native tree sale!
by Linda Krauss
“Someone’s sitting in the shade today because someone planted
a tree a long time ago.” — Warren Buffet
With the summer heat upon us, we can all appreciate the
shade that trees and shrubs provide. Besides cooling the air,
trees and shrubs reduce noise, absorb storm water, clean air
pollution, and block winter winds. Native trees and shrubs
provide the best choice of woody plants because they provide
all of those benefits and more:
• Natives can survive our extreme temperatures;
• Natives need watering only the first year or two to get
established;
• Natives do not need fertilizer or insecticide;
• Natives provide habitat for the insects that feed birds,
nestlings and amphibians.
In his book Bringing Nature Home, Douglas Tallamy states:
• Natives produce four times more herbivorous biomass than
alien (non-native) species and support more than three
times as many herbivore species.
• Native plants support a whopping thirty-five times more
caterpillar biomass than alien species.
• The loss of native plants needed as food by insects
necessarily decreases the food supply birds need to rear
their young; the result is fewer birds.
This summer look around your yard to see if you have a
place for a native tree or shrub to support bird populations
and the native insects on which they rely. If you want more
information about the natives for sale this fall, join us for:
Native Trees and Shrubs
by Meredith Tucker
Wednesday, August 12 at 7:00 p.m.
Barrington Village Hall
RSVP to 847-382-SAVE
Our Annual Fall Native Tree and Shrub Sale sells by preorder
only. Find the order form at www.citizensforconservation.org,
or we can mail one to
you if you call 847-382SAVE. We will accept
orders from August 1
through September 1.
Plan to pick up your
trees on September
19 between 9:30 a.m.
and 12:00 p.m. at CFC
headquarters, the white
farm house and silo
at 459 W. Highway 22,
Lake Barrington IL.
Young snowberry shrub.
Photo by Meredith Tucker.

Seasonal Tip

Don’t use native plants if …
I hope I got your attention. Pure and simple, don’t use native
plants if you use insecticides, particularly systemic chemicals.
It just isn’t fair to attract pollinators, native beetles, flower flies,
and bugs of various species to your native plants and then
attack them with insecticide.
The world is becoming
more aware of the dangers
of these chemicals due
to the disastrous effects
of neonicotinoids on bee
populations, but it is clear
that any systemic insecticide
is a real danger to native
insects. Using these chemicals
as a soil drench or trunk
injection (as for emerald
Andrena aculeata. Photo by Jennifer
ash borer and Japanese
beetles) or as a spray or seed Hopwood of The Xerces Society.
treatment turns the entire plant poisonous. These chemicals
are especially harmful to pollinators because the nectar and
pollen as well as the plant leaves are toxic.
There are many less harmful ways to deal with bugs. You can
knock insects off your plants with a strong stream of water
from the hose. If you have Japanese beetles on green beans
or basil or roses, once or twice a day walk past and knock
the beetles into a can of soapy water; you will significantly
lightened the beetle
load on those plants.
Lindens may (or may
not) be heavily infested
by Japanese beetles
even to the point of
having skeletonized
leaves. However, the
trees seem to recover
and thrive in years
when the beetles are
less numerous.
Finally, learn to live
with insect pests. If
you refuse to use
insecticides, the
populations of useful,
Oak leaves provide food for native insects.
predatory native insects
Photo by Annamarie Lukes.
will grow and will help
you cope with the problem insects. Remember that even leafchewing and leaf-sucking insects if they are native will not
destroy their own food source. Learn to love the holes in the
leaves and resist the temptation to use systemic insecticides.
Then go ahead and plant natives! Please!
— Meredith Tucker
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From the Staff Director

Youth education spring activities

The William H. Miller Conservation
Award
Bill Miller was the primary founder of CFC and was its first
president, serving for thirteen years. CFC gives The William
H. Miller Conservation Award in recognition of outstanding
contributions toward conservation in the Barrington
area. It has been awarded since 1985 for a wide variety of
accomplishments and to an amazing diversity of individuals
and organizations, ages and projects. It speaks to the breadth
and depth of the conservation ethic in our community and
to how important and valued these efforts are. Each year’s
winner has an interesting conservation story! Thank You to
these recipients whose names remind us that there are so
many ways to get involved and make a lasting difference.

CFC Youth Education booth at the Barrington Area Chamber of Commerce/
District 220 BIZ/ED Community Expo. Photo by Bonnie Albrecht.

— Sam Oliver
William H. Miller Conservation Award Recipients
1985 Mr. & Mrs. Frank Wollney
Girl Scout Troop at Countryside School
1986 Shirley Peterson, M.D.
1987 Bunny Horne
1988 Frank Spreyer
1989 League of Women Voters of the Barrington Area
1990 The Garden Club of Barrington
The Little Garden Club of Barrington
1991 C. Richard Anderson
1992 John Katzel
John Suchy
1993 Donald P. Klein
1994 Grove Avenue School
1995 The Village of Barrington
1996 Wendy Paulson
1997 Peggy Grigsby Richards
1999 Pam Jackson & Vicki Klein
2000 Charles Westcott
Barrington Park District & The Village of Barrington
2001 Village of Deer Park
2003 Stephen Packard
2004 Forest Preserve District of Cook County
Lake County Forest Preserve District
2005 Daria Sapp
2006 The Conservators of Lake Barrington Shores
2007 Edward Vrablik
2008 The Village and Citizens of Lake Barrington
2009 Flint Creek Watershed Partnership
2010 Flint Creek Wildlife Rehabilitation
2011 Larry Washow & Amcol International
2012 Spring Creek Stewards
2013 Craig Stettner
2014 Barrington School District 220

Montessori School Earth Day
Celebration. Photo by Donna
Bolzman.

Youth Education hosted three activities at KidFest at Citizens Park in
Barrington. Photo by Donna Bolzman.

Are you getting CFC’s monthly e-news updates? If not, please
contact us at cfc@citizensforconservation.org, and join our
e-list.
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What difference does it make?
by Robert Cantwell

by Peggy Simonsen

While studying wildlife biology in
college, I was part of a group that
each spring looked for woodcocks.
In three years we never saw one.
However, in late March, 2015,
while I walked in my woods, I
almost stepped on a nesting
female woodcock. She bravely
pressed herself into her nest and
did not move. What a beauty!

On May 20, Barrington Area Council on Aging inducted Carol
Hogan, long-time volunteer with Citizens for Conservation,
into their Senior Citizens Hall of Fame at the annual tea.
Honorees are nominated by area non-profit organizations,
churches and government agencies based on their
contributions and service to the community for many years.

Hatched eggs from an American

I googled woodcocks and found Woodcock. Photo by Robert
Cantwell.
that they sit on their eggs for
about twenty days, babies fledge in about five days, and then
off they go. I have two dogs that love to hunt and did not want
them to find this bird and her eggs and babes. The next three
weeks were suspenseful. I observed from a distance.
In late April I found the nest empty except for four shells opened
from the inside. Whew! It looked like they had made it. Where
did they go? I wondered about coyotes, raccoons, Cooper’s
hawks, oh my! But last week I saw two young woodcocks pulling
worms from the grass on the edge of the woods!
If there is a lesson to be learned, it is that we can all make a
difference by improving habitat at home. My yard is only “my
yard,” and I might wonder what difference I make if I’m the
only one in my neighborhood who works to eliminate invasive
plants and to restore native habitat.
When I first moved into the hills of Barrington, the lot was
overrun by the nastiest invasive plants, predominantly
buckthorn and multi-flora rose. Non-native brush grew
everywhere, even in the gutters of my home. The “woods”
were impossible to enjoy and perilous to walk through.
I have worked for years to change that, and the net result is an
oasis of native trees, shrubs, grasses, and sedges. The change
in habitat is dramatic. Most of my neighbors have invasive
plant deserts that threaten to invade my property. So what’s
been the effect of my going native?
Over the years as I plant natives and remove invasive
species, the variety of birds using the property has expanded
exponentially. Starting with a few sparrows and some
brave chickadees, I now have an exciting variety of birds:
woodpeckers, cardinals, orioles, finches, hummingbirds, cedar
waxwings, vireos, and warblers. The Audubon book is on the
counter to help me identify the new varieties I see almost daily
during spring and fall migrations. This year I had the real
surprise, the nesting woodcock. What a thrill!
I did make a difference, and that difference will continue
to enrich this little part of the world. Everyone can make a
difference, “one yard at a time.”
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CFC’s Carol Hogan inducted into
BACOA Hall of Fame

Carol has become a restoration expert through years of tireless
effort working at CFC preserves during all seasons. We find
this high-energy volunteer most Thursdays and Saturdays
with CFC’s restoration volunteers cutting brush, assisting with
prescribed burns, pulling invasive weeds, planting plugs, and
mentoring our four summer interns. Carol really shines when
harvesting seeds of native plants. Her impressive knowledge
of the seeds of woodland and prairie plants, including grasses
and sedges, leads her to scout and collect the seeds of rare
plants we add to CFC’s successful restorations.
In 2012, Carol was the co-recipient (with Wes Wolf) of CFC’s
Great Blue Heron award, our highest award for significant
contributions for
work within our
organization.
Four years ago, Carol
and her partner Wes
Wolf took on the task
of restoring sixty
acres of Grassy Lake
Forest Preserve near
their home at Lake
Barrington Shores.
Trained as stewards
for the forest preserves,
they (now with a small
team) have cut invasive
Carol Hogan. Photo by Jim Bodkin.
buckthorn and
honeysuckle and planted cleared areas with native woodland
wildflowers and grasses. They spent 2600 hours last year, half
of all Lake County Forest Preserve stewardship time, resulting
in a thriving, beautifully restored preserve.
Citizens for Conservation is the beneficiary of these major
contributions from Carol, and we congratulate her on being
inducted into BACOA’s Hall of Fame!

CFC’s Community Education Committee thanks the Village of
Barrington for letting us use its beautiful board room for our
four winter programs. The Village is most accommodating,
and our guests appreciate the lovely facility.

Children learn about the light of day
with telescopes
by Gail Vanderpoel
On April 4, CFC welcomed twenty-two children and their
parents to “Take a Look at the Sun,” our first daytime
astronomy class. Held at our Flint Creek Savanna
headquarters, Citizens for Conservation’s Youth Education
Committee sponsored the class with presenters Edith and
Tom Auchter, members of the Northwest Suburban Astronomy
Association and long-time CFC members.
Edith presented interesting facts about our sun including its
size, how solar and lunar eclipses occur, the type of star our
sun is, and the features we would view. Everyone viewed solar
prominences, solar flares, and sunspots. We talked about why
the sun seems to be moving because of the Earth’s rotation.
First we traced each child’s shadow. We put the exact time
along with the child’s name on each shadow drawing and
asked them to predict whether their shadows would become
longer or shorter later in the afternoon. We discussed how the
sun shines at different angles throughout the day.
Tom and Edith let children and parents view the sun through
telescopes with special filters to protect their eyes from
harmful rays. Edith talked with the children about NEVER
looking at the sun without eye protection.

Student views the sun through a telescope with a special filter. Photo by
Bob Lee.

Children also created solar prints with special photosensitive
paper. They arranged natural objects such as leaves and
feathers on solar print paper and then exposed the paper to
sunlight. They rinsed the print in water and watched the
image disappear and reappear.
The final portion of the class involved myths about the sun.
Many of the older children, ages five to twelve, knew Greek or
Roman stories about the sun or about the first astronomers
who realized the sun was the center of the solar system. A
volunteer read “Ten Suns,” a Chinese legend telling of the Sun
God’s children who were to take turns carrying the sun across
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the sky. When they decided to go all at once, they caused major
problems! The illustrations by Yongsheng Xuan generated
lots of comments about what people used to believe about the
sun and how the characters were similar to other gods and
mythical figures.
Finally, the children made a second shadow tracing. They had
to place the paper at a different angle because the sun’s direct
light had “moved.” Everyone’s shadows had grown longer
because the sunlight’s angle was lower in the sky.
Parents and children all enjoyed the day. It was a different
type of class for CFC’s Youth Ed, using science and actively
engaging the children in discovering more about sunlight
and astronomy.

Welcome New Members!
Julie Abernathy
Susan Bartholomae
Ken & Carol Bobbe
John & Suanne Brubacher
Steve Burgoon
Andrew & Christine Burke
Nick & Kristina Butler
Mark Buytendorp
Daniel Cerny
John Cifonelli & Sally Deniston
Ava Cohn
Ann Coles
Julie Crane
Marc & Kelli Davenport
Nancy Degnan
Michael & Deborah Drakert
Jan Elbert
Megan Elwell
John Figlewicz
Jack Fitzpatrick
Daisy Golke
Susan Gorr
Silvia & Tim Grabacki
Richard & Pamela Gray
Tom & Judy Grubbe
Joan Grygel
Glenn Habub
Peggy Hardwick
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Hayden
Barrie Hinman
Kim Hoag
Louise Hughley
Steven & Rebecca Jefferies
Betty Jeffreys
Rosalie Johnson
Jane Jorgensen
Gia Kanak
Mike Kenefick
David & Deborah Kizior
Scott Kruger

Linda Kuhajde
Betsy Laakso
Nancy Lamia
Karen Lavin
John Messerschmitt
The Micci Family
Linda Mihel
Rebecca Giannola Miller
Jeanne Mitchell
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Miyano
Suzanne Mogler
Denise Morgan
Mary Naumann
Douglas Nordli
James O’Leary
Irene Oleksiuk
Rebecca Owen
Roberta Parise
Bob Pfeil
Jeff Phillips
Albert Pino
Curtis Pulkrabek
Alison Richards
Jane Robinson
Laurel Ross
Sue Rushing
Alison Schaap
Maureen Sieger
Elizabeth Soter
Tom Stanley
Mary Stitt
Jeri Swanson
Kurt Thomsen
Judy Thorson
Alicia Timm
John Tyler
Jessica Underwood
George Wagner
Sandra Washburn
Kathryn Wilkes

Bringing back the past is good for our
future!
by Peggy Simonsen
Citizens for Conservation has big plans to commemorate
Barrington’s 150th year. Our float in the Fourth of July parade
will depict the first decade of settlement here, 1865-1875,
when the area was mostly prairie and savanna. CFC’s land
acquisition and restoration for more than forty years has
had the goal of restoring the ecosystems that existed then,
before extensive settlement in this area. Our award-winning
restorations provide beautiful examples of the native plants,
birds, butterflies and other creatures that co-existed here 150
years ago.
CFC’s board of directors has set goals this year of 150 in many
of our major functions. For example, we believe we can add
150 hours of restoration volunteer time to last year’s recordsetting 3500 hours! We are committed as well to helping save
an average of 150 acres of land in the Barrington area per year
for the next five years. We are always looking for ecologically
valuable land to purchase, but we also collaborate with the
forest preserve districts and villages to prevent development of
natural lands.
We plan to count at least 150 species of prairie plants at our
Grigsby Prairie. It will be spectacular with blooms as summer
progresses, and we anticipate seeding 150 acres of woodlands
with seed collected in 2015 from our prolific preserves.
We are well on our way to spotting 150 species of birds on
bird walks led by Wendy Paulson and co-sponsored by CFC
and Audubon Chicago Region. In five prairie, woodland, and
wetland walks this spring, birders have already identified
ninety-nine species including many migrating warblers. More
bird walks are scheduled plus a series in the fall. If you have
not joined an early-morning bird walk, you are missing a
special experience.

and to plant native species that support desirable wildlife. We
have already exceeded our goal of inspiring homeowners to
install 150 additional native plants in their yards this year.
The ultimate goal is to create a corridor of natural lands
throughout the Barrington communities and environs.
We have set a financial goal of 150 new donors in 2015.
Donations from individuals are CFC’s primary source of
funding, and we use them judiciously to support our mission
of “Saving Living Space for Living Things through protection,
restoration and stewardship of land, conservation of natural
resources and education.” If you are one of our stalwart
supporters, thank you. If you have not supported us financially,
we encourage you to do so to help us continue our significant
work to improve the environment in greater Barrington.
Our active Youth Education Committee is busy offering
exciting programs again this year from KidFest in May to
a seining class, to a Jr. Naturalist camp, all with the goal of
having at least 150 children participate. In addition, in the fall
CFC volunteers collaborate with School District 220 to host all
fourth graders for a visit to our prairies on field trips that are
part of their science curriculum. Almost 800 young people
are introduced to a restored prairie where they make exciting
discoveries. Our sesquicentennial goal is to record 150 prairie
plants, trees, birds, butterflies and reptiles identified by the
visiting fourth graders.
For forty-four years, Citizens for Conservation has had
ambitious goals which have contributed to our successful
stewardship of land and informative and fun educational
programs for adults and children. This sesquicentennial year
we are counting all those goals of 150 and will report our
accomplishments in a later newsletter. Help us achieve these
goals by participating in our many activities!

Volunteers: the Mighty Oaks of
Citizens for Conservation
by John Schweizer

We are close to our goal of 150 new members in 2015. Spurred
on by eighty new members who enrolled at our plant sale
in May plus those who joined at our various activities and
recent membership drive, we have already achieved 148 new
members this year. You are a member or friend of CFC if you
received this newsletter; we encourage you to get your friends
and colleagues to join and support our efforts to preserve and
beautify the natural environment of the Barrington area.
CFC’s plant sale team exceeded its goal of offering 150 species
of native plants at our recent sale. In fact we sold thousands
of plants of 219 species, including seven species of milkweed,
for a very successful sale! These plants are helping to restore
biodiversity and support local pollinators and birds in area yards.
CFC also hopes to achieve healthy habitat on residential
properties through our Habitat Corridors initiative. The
program encourages homeowners to use environmentally
sound yard maintenance practices, to remove invasive species

Citizens for Conservation’s Mighty Oak Award is given
annually to all non-board members who logged at least
fifty hours of volunteer labor for CFC during the preceding
calendar year. In addition to public recognition at CFC’s
annual meeting, 2015’s Mighty Oak Award winners will be
accorded, until the following annual meeting, all the benefits
of membership available to financial contributors to CFC.
These benefits include: free admission to CFC’s Community
Education programs; free admission for children to Youth
Education classes; a 10% discount at CFC’s annual spring
Native Plant Sale and fall Tree and Shrub Sale. Additional
benefits are a subscription to CFC News, invitations to CFC
events, and access to CFC preserves.
Without the time and labor contributed by volunteers, CFC
as a nonprofit land conservation, habitat restoration, and
education organization could not exist.
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CFC hosts Mother’s Day wildflower
walk at Baker’s Lake
by Gail Vanderpoel

like umbrellas; violets have heart-shaped leaves. They learned
that shooting star is the Barrington village flower and that
Jacob’s ladder got its name because
its leaves look like steps going up to
heaven.
We counted at least fourteen
different flowering plants, and the
young people all tried to be first to
make the next discovery. One of the
moms has worked cutting brush
at Baker’s Lake and remarked how
wonderful it is to see the spring
flowers CFC is helping to preserve.

Fourteen parents and children
joined CFC’s Youth Education
volunteers for a Mothers’
Wildflower Walk on May 9 at
Baker’s Lake. There were mothers
and children, dads, grandparents
and a neighbor who joined us on
the spur of the moment.

The second part of the walk
We began with some Baker’s
Trillium at Baker’s Lake on Mother’s Day. Photo by Sarah Hoban.
focused on birds. Tom gave a
Lake history as we stood by the
history of the rookery with its colony of nesting herons and
display sign that showed many of the flowers and birds we
described the island that used to be in the middle of Baker’s
would see. Tom Vanderpoel explained how the area had been
Lake. The rookery won nature preserve status for Baker’s Lake
a church summer campground for almost 100 years. There
and the land surrounding it. In the savanna we saw a pair
were always masses of wildflowers under the trees. In 1973,
of Baltimore orioles putting the finishing touches on their
the Village of Barrington bought the campground. In 1984,
hanging nest. On the edge of the lake we used a spotting scope
the state designated Baker’s Lake an Illinois Nature Preserve.
to view the rookery and saw nesting great egrets, great blue
Citizens for Conservation began a restoration project at Baker’s
herons, double-crested cormorants and a black-crowned night
Lake Savanna in 1988 with the Natural History Society of
heron; the latter is an endangered species in Illinois.
Barrington and the Barrington History Museum sponsoring
the project as well.
At the end of the event CFC gave the children native plants
to present to their mothers or grandmothers. The Mothers’
Tom, our tour guide, led us to the multitude of spring flowers
Wildflower Tour was an afternoon filled with appreciation. We
including rue anemone, wild hyacinth, trillium, bellwort, wild
appreciated having the place to ourselves. We appreciated the
geranium, shooting star and Jacob’s ladder. Children delighted
beautiful spring flowers, the many species of birds attracted
in checking off flower features on their lists from CFC’s Junior
to this special natural area, and the time spent with families
Naturalist Books and were on the lookout for the next new
outdoors enjoying nature together.
flower. They made many discoveries: Mayapple leaves look
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